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Abstract: Two theorems of Weyl tell us that the algebra of Lorentz- (and parity-) invariant
polynomials in the momenta of n particles are generated by the dot products and that the
redundancies which arise when n exceeds the spacetime dimension d are generated by the
(d + 1)-minors of the n × n matrix of dot products. Here, we use the Cohen-Macaulay
structure of the invariant algebra to provide a more direct characterisation in terms of a
Hironaka decomposition. Among the benefits of this approach is that it can be generalized
straightforwardly to cases where a permutation group acts on the particles, such as when some
of the particles are identical. In the first non-trivial case, n = d+ 1, we give a homogeneous
system of parameters that is valid for the action of an arbitrary permutation symmetry
and make a conjecture for the full Hironaka decomposition in the case without permutation
symmetry. An appendix gives formulæ for the computation of the relevant Hilbert series for
d ≤ 4.
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1 Introduction
Consider the momenta pi, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, of n particles living in d spacetime dimensions.
By allowing the momenta to take values in the complex numbers rather than the reals, we
can replace the action of the Lorentz group including parity transformations with the action
of the orthogonal group O(d,C). Weyl’s First Fundamental Theorem (FFT) [1] states that
the algebra of invariant polynomials in the pi’s is generated by the n(n + 1)/2 dot products
pi · pj .1 Weyl’s Second Fundamental Theorem (SFT) characterises the relations between
the generators: when n ≤ d there are no relations (so the dot products are algebraically
independent and the algebra of invariants is a polynomial algebra), while when n > d, the
relations are generated by the (d+ 1)-minors2 of the n× n matrix whose entries are given by
pi · pj .
In previous work [3],3 we generalized the FFT to include the action of an arbitrary group
of permutations of the n particles. (This is relevant, for example, when some of the particles
1Without parity transformations, the group becomes SO(d,C), and we have additional generators given by
the possible contractions of the epsilon tensor with the momenta. We postpone the discussion of this case to
future work [2].
2We define a (d + 1)-minor of a matrix to be the determinant of a (d + 1)× (d + 1) submatrix.
3Similar ideas were explored in [4], in the context of classifying higher-dimensional operators in effective
scalar field theories.
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are indistinguishable, which is an inevitable consequence of quantum field theory.) A major
difference is that, even when n ≤ d, the algebra of invariants is not a polynomial algebra
once we include permutations. This simple observation already suggests that attempts to
generalise the SFT to the case where permutations are included will lead to unpleasantness.
In this work, we replace the FFT and SFT by a more direct description of the algebra
of Lorentz- and permutation-invariants, using tools of commutative algebra which were not
available to Weyl. In particular, we use the fact that (via a theorem of Hochster and Roberts
[5]) the algebra of invariants is Cohen-Macaulay, and so admits a Hironaka decomposition as
a free, finitely-generated module over a polynomial subalgebra.4 Thus, a direct description
of the invariant algebra can be given in terms of a set of generators of such a polynomial
subalgebra, termed either primaries or a homogeneous system of parameters (HSOP), and a
set of basis elements for the module, called secondaries. In particular, every element in the
algebra can be expressed uniquely in terms of primaries and secondaries, and multiplication
in the algebra is completely encoded in the finite set of products of secondaries.
Expressing the invariant algebra in terms of a Hironaka decomposition in this way has
multiple potential benefits over using any old set of generators. As an example, consider the
problem where one wishes to assign the task of analysing experimental data to an unintelli-
gent computer using these generators via some (machine learning) algorithm. If done through
any old set of generators, the algorithm could waste considerable effort trying to differentiate
between two quantities, before learning that they do, in fact, coincide. By using a Hiron-
aka decomposition of the algebra, where every element is uniquely expressed, this waste is
automatically avoided.
As in the previous work, the difficulty is in finding these Hironaka decompositions explic-
itly. In the Sections that follow, we proceed to sketch out the background results of invariant
theory and employ them to find Hironaka decompositions in the first non-trivial case, viz.
n = d+1. We solve the hardest step in the procedure, namely to find HSOPs. We do this both
for the case without permutations and for the case with all permutations included; the latter
serves as a HSOP for an arbitrary subgroup of permutations. Unfortunately, even though the
remaining step of finding the secondaries reduces to a conceptually straightforward exercise
in linear algebra, the available algorithm proceeds by brute-force Groebner basis methods [6]
and runs out of steam in cases with more than a few particles. But we hope that our results,
modest though they are, will inspire others to make more targeted attacks on the problem.
In Section 4, we present Hironaka decompositions of the cases with (n, d) = (5, 4) with no
permutations included, (n, d) = (3, 2) with all permutations included, and a conjecture for the
Hironaka decomposition of the general case of n = d+ 1 with no permutations. An Appendix
gives the details of the relevant Hilbert series computations.
4For the necessary definitions, we refer the reader to [3].
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1.1 Technical statement of results
Let us now give a more technical statement of the results. It is convenient, for a variety
of reasons, to regard the momenta as taking values in a vector space V ∼= Cnd over the
algebraically-closed field of complex numbers. Doing so not only leads to simplifications
on the commutative algebra side, but also allows us to replace the Lorentz group by its
complexification O(d,C). The polynomials in the momenta then form an algebra over C,
which we denote C[V ] and the Lorentz- and permutation-invariant polynomials, for some
permutation group P ⊆ Sn, form a subalgebra C[V ]O(d)×P ⊂ C[V ]. Phrased in these terms,
the FFT is the statement that, in the case where P is the trivial group, there exists a surjective
algebra map W : C[yij ]  C[V ]O(d), where C[yij ] is the polynomial algebra over C in the
variables yij , i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i ≤ j, given explicitly on the generators by W : yij 7→ pi ·pj and
extended to an arbitrary polynomial in the obvious way. The SFT is then the statement that
the kernel of this map, kerW , is non-trivial when n > d, being the ideal I ⊂ C[yij ] generated
by the (d+ 1)-minors of the matrix whose ij-th entry is yij for i ≤ j and yji for i > j.
Now we consider the action of an arbitrary permutation group P ⊆ Sn on the momenta
pi and the variables yij in the usual way (where again we make the replacement yij = yji
when i > j). One can show that the restricted Weyl map from the permutation-invariant
subalgebra C[yij ]P ⊂ C[yij ] surjects onto the Lorentz- and permutation-invariant subalgebra,
W | : C[yij ]P  C[V ]O(d)×P . The obvious generalisation of the FFT for the orthogonal group
to the one including permutations is to provide a set of generators of the algebra C[yij ]P .
In previous work [3], we constructed a general method for finding such a set. What our
generalisation of Weyl’s work did not include is the generalisation of the SFT to characterise
the kernel of the restriction map kerW |. Formally, the kernel is the intersection of the ideal of
relations with the invariant algebra, kerW | = I∩C[yij ]P . In practice however, it is difficult to
explicitly describe kerW |, for a couple of reasons. For one thing, as stated previously, whereas
C[yij ] is a polynomial algebra, the invariant algebra C[yij ]P has a more complicated structure
in general: it is Cohen-Macaulay and therefore can be expressed as a free, finitely-generated
algebra over a polynomial subalgebra. For another, it turns out that the generators of the
ideal I transform in an unpleasant representation of the permutation group, making finding
the corresponding permutation-invariant generators difficult.
We therefore follow an alternative approach, seeking a more direct description of the
Lorentz- and permutation-invariant algebra C[V ]O(d)×P . The Hochster-Roberts theorem [5]
states that an invariant algebra K[V ]G is Cohen-Macaulay if G is a linearly reductive group.5
Here and elsewhere in this work, K will denote a field of characteristic zero. Since O(d,C)×P
is linearly reductive, the theorem applies and the algebra C[V ]O(d)×P can be expressed as a
free, finitely-generated module over a polynomial subalgebra. That is, the algebra can be
expressed in terms of a Hironaka decomposition as C[V ]O(d)×P =
⊕
k ηkC[θl] where the {ηk}
are the secondaries, the {θl} form a HSOP, and multiplication in the algebra is uniquely
5A linear algebraic group G is called linearly reductive if for every rational representation V and every
v ∈ V G \ {0}, there exists a linear invariant function f ∈ (V ∗)G such that f(v) 6= 0.
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defined via ηkηm =
∑
j f
j
kmηj , with f
j
km ∈ C[θl]. Every element in the algebra is then
uniquely expressed as a linear sum of secondaries with coefficients which are polynomials in
the HSOP.
The difficult part of finding Hironaka decompositions begins when one tries to find valid
HSOPs as, apart from using inefficient algorithms [7], there is no obvious way to obtain them.
Furthermore, the properties that a valid HSOP needs to satisfy are non-trivial and difficult
to check. In [3], we were able to sidestep this by repurposing Gauss’s results on permutation-
invariants. Here, we are not so lucky. In Section 2, we propose HSOPs for the algebras
C[V ]O(d)×P , with n = d+ 1, in the two cases where P = 1 (with 1 denoting the trivial group)
and P = Sn and explicitly verify that they satisfy the necessary conditions.
2 HSOPs for C[V ]O(d)×P
In this Section, we find HSOPs for the algebras C[V ]O(d)×P in the n = d + 1 case with no
permutation symmetry, P = 1, and with full permutation symmetry, P = Sn. In fact, the
HSOP for P = Sn is also a HSOP for any P ⊂ Sn, and so we obtain a complete solution of
this part of the problem.
The necessary conditions for a set of polynomials to constitute a HSOP are twofold:
firstly, the polynomials must be algebraically independent; secondly, they must satisfy the
nullcone condition [6].
A set of polynomials f1, . . . , fm ∈ K[x1, . . . , xk] is said to be algebraically independent if
the only polynomial h ∈ K[z1, . . . , zm] satisfying h(f1, . . . , fm) = 0 is the zero polynomial.
Although trivial to define, the algebraic independence of polynomials is less trivial to check.
One method proceeds via calculation of a Groebner basis, while another uses the Jacobi
criterion. The former quickly becomes inefficient when used with many polynomials of high
degree, but more importantly, it is difficult to apply in an abstract way. We therefore resort to
using the Jacobi criterion6 which states that a set of polynomials, f1, . . . , fm ∈ K[x1, . . . , xk],
is algebraically independent if and only if the wedge product of the exterior derivatives7 of
the polynomials is non-zero, i.e.
df1 ∧ · · · ∧ dfm 6= 0.
As regards the nullcone condition, the nullcone, NV ⊆ V , of an algebra K[V ]G is defined to
be the vanishing locus of all homogeneous invariant polynomials of strictly positive degree.
That is,
NV = {v ∈ V | f(v) = 0, ∀f ∈ K[V ]G+}.
6For proof of the Jacobi criterion, see for example [8] or [9].
7The definition of a derivative requires some care for fields where limits are not defined [9], but here we will
only need to consider the case K = C.
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A set of polynomials, {f1, . . . , fm}, is said to satisfy the nullcone condition if the vanishing
locus of all of its constituent polynomials coincides with NV . We remark that, in the case of
the Lorentz- and permutation-invariant algebra C[V ]O(d)×P , the nullcone is the set {pi · pj =
0, ∀i ≤ j}. The fact that this does not depend on the choice of P will prove to be important
when we come to construct an HSOP for arbitrary P .
2.1 A HSOP in n = d+ 1 with P = 1
Let us warm up by considering the case without permutations. With n = d+ 1, the SFT tells
us that the relations between the dot products pi · pj are generated by the image of a single
element under the Weyl map W , namely the determinant of the matrix whose ij-th entry is yij
for i ≤ j and yji for i > j. Thus, W (det(yij)) = det(pi · pj) = 0 where det(pi · pj) ∈ C[V ]O(d).
This will be important for proving that our proposed HSOP satisfies the nullcone condition.
We now make the following
Proposition 2.1 A HSOP for the algebra C[V ]O(d), with n = d+ 1, is given by the
d(d+ 3)/2 polynomials
θi = p1 · p1 + pi · pi, 2 ≤ i ≤ d+ 1,
αij = pi · pj , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d+ 1.
(2.1)
Proof: We first check that these polynomials satisfy the nullcone condition. Evidently,
if all dot products vanish, then both θi and αij vanish. Proceeding in the other direction,
suppose that θi and αij vanish. The vanishing of αij implies not only the vanishing of the
dot products with i < j, but also implies, together with the vanishing determinant relation,
that
∏d+1
i=1 (pi · pi) = 0. So either (p1 · p1) = 0 or (pk · pk) = 0 for some 2 ≤ k ≤ d + 1. If
the former, then the fact that θi = 0 implies pi · pi = 0. If the latter, then θk = 0 implies
p1 · p1 = 0, while the vanishing of the other θi implies the vanishing of all other pi · pi with
i 6= 1, k. Either way, all dot products vanish and the nullcone condition is satisfied.
To prove algebraic independence, it is sufficient to show that the wedge product of the
exterior derivatives of θi and αij is non-zero on at least a single point. We choose to evaluate
the wedge product at the point
p1 = (0, 0, 0, . . . , 0),
p2 = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0),
p3 = (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0),
...
pd+1 = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1),
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where the unit entry moves progressively along, as indicated. We claim that the component
of the wedge product proportional to
ω = dp11 ∧ · · · ∧ dpd1 ∧ dp12 ∧ · · · ∧ dpd2 ∧ dp23 ∧ · · · ∧ dpd3 ∧ dp34 ∧ · · · ∧ dpd4 ∧ · · · ∧ dpd−1d ∧ dpdd ∧ dpdd+1,
has coefficient at this point given by 2d 6= 0 (up to an irrelevant minus sign) and so the Jacobi
criterion is satisfied. To establish the claim in detail, one starts by showing that the only
non-zero contribution to the wedge product is
d(p2 · p2) ∧ · · · ∧ d(pd+1 · pd+1) ∧ d(p1 · p2) ∧ · · · ∧ d(p1 · pd+1)
∧ d(p2 · p3) ∧ · · · ∧ d(p2 · pd+1) ∧ d(p3 · p4) ∧ · · · ∧ d(pd · pd+1),
as contributions with more than one d(p1 · p1) vanish trivially and contributions with a single
d(p1 ·p1) vanish on the specified point as d(p1 ·p1) = 2
∑
i p
i
1dp
i
1 = 0 there. Now, the coefficient
of the component proportional to ω can be thought of as the determinant of an associated
matrix.8 In that form, after some row and column swaps (hence the irrelevant minus sign),
one can show that the coefficient is the determinant of a diagonal matrix whose entries are
all 1’s except for d instances of 2’s which come from the d(pi · pi) = 2
∑
j p
j
idp
j
i = 2dp
i−1
i , for
2 ≤ i ≤ d+ 1. Hence, the coefficient of ω is 2d as claimed.
Therefore, the proposed set of polynomials θi and αij satisfies the algebraic independence
and nullcone conditions and so constitutes a valid HSOP. 
2.2 A HSOP in n = d+ 1 with P = Sn
We now move on to the full-permutation case. Previously, in the n = d + 1 case with no
permutations, the SFT indicated that the relations between the dot products are generated
by a single element, det(pi · pj) ∈ C[V ]O(d), where det(pi · pj) = 0. Here, we consider the
full permutations case and work in the permutation-invariant subalgebra C[V ]O(d)×Sn . But,
since the determinant relation, det(pi · pj), is permutation-invariant, it is also an element of
the permutation-invariant subalgebra, det(pi · pj) ∈ C[V ]O(d)×Sn , and therefore can be safely
used in our proof of the validity of the HSOP for P = Sn.
As to the HSOP itself, we take inspiration from Gauss who tells us that the m symmetric
polynomials in m independent variables satisfy the necessary HSOP conditions. Therefore,
the obvious candidates in our case are given by symmetric polynomials in the d+ 1 variables
pi · pi and d(d + 1)/2 variables pi · pj (with i < j), giving a total of d(d + 3)/2 + 1. But,
these cannot satisfy the algebraic independence condition since the dot products are not
independent variables. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that in order to fix this, we need
to judiciously discard one symmetric polynomial from this set to obtain a valid HSOP. As we
will see, taking the power sum polynomials and discarding the highest degree polynomial in
8Explicitly, it is the matrix with ij-th entry being ∂fi
∂xj
where fi ∈ {pr · ps | r ≤ s, s 6= 1} and xj ∈
{p11, . . . , pd1, p12, . . . , pd2, p23, . . . , pd3, p34, . . . , pd4, . . . , pd−1d , pdd, pdd+1}.
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pi ·pi does the job. In fact, taking any set of symmetric polynomials (elementary9 or complete
homogeneous) and discarding the highest degree polynomial in pi · pi also does the job. This
can be seen by using Newton’s identities for the elementary symmetric polynomials or the
equivalent relations for the complete homogeneous symmetric polynomials.10 Indeed, we have
the following
Proposition 2.2 A HSOP for the algebra C[V ]O(d)×Sn, with n = d + 1, is given by the
d(d+ 3)/2 permutation-invariant polynomials
θk = Powk(pi · pi) :=
d+1∑
i=1
(pi · pi)k, 1 ≤ k ≤ d,
αk = Powk(pi · pj) :=
d+1∑
i<j
(pi · pj)k, 1 ≤ k ≤ d(d+ 1)/2,
(2.2)
where Powk is the k-th power symmetric polynomial.
Proof: We first check that these polynomials satisfy the nullcone condition. Evidently, if
all the dot products vanish, then both θk and αk vanish. Proceeding in the other direction,
suppose that θk and αk vanish. Using Newton’s identities, one can show that the vanishing
of the first r power symmetric polynomials implies the vanishing of the first r elementary
symmetric polynomials. Therefore, {αk = 0, ∀k} implies the vanishing of all the elementary
symmetric polynomials on the pi · pj , i < j. Now, the vanishing of the highest degree elemen-
tary symmetric polynomial,
∏n
i<j pi ·pj = 0, implies the vanishing of at least one pi ·pj , i < j.
This then implies the vanishing of the d(d + 1)/2 − 1 elementary symmetric polynomials on
the remaining d(d + 1)/2 − 1 dot products pi · pj , i < j. Repeating this process recursively,
one sees that the vanishing of the αk implies the vanishing of all pi · pj , i < j. This result,
combined together with det(pi ·pj) = 0, implies that
∏d+1
i=1 (pi ·pi) = 0. But
∏d+1
i=1 (pi ·pi) is the
elementary symmetric polynomial of highest degree, so
∏d+1
i=1 (pi · pi) = 0, together with the
vanishing of the θk, implies the vanishing of all d + 1 elementary symmetric polynomials in
pi · pi. From here, one can again recursively show that all pi · pi must vanish, so the nullcone
condition is satisfied.
9The k-th elementary symmetric polynomial, ek, on the the variables x1, . . . , xn is defined as
ek(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑
1≤j1<j2<···<jk≤n
xj1 . . . xjk .
10Newton’s identities relate the m-th power sum symmetric polynomial, Powm, to the first m elementary
symmetric polynomials, ei, via:
Powm =
∑
r1+2r2+···+mrm=m,
r1≥0,...,rm≥0
(−1)mm(r1 + · · ·+ rm − 1)!
r1!r2! . . . rm!
m∏
i=1
(−ei)ri .
Equivalent relations relating the power sum symmetric polynomials to the complete homogeneous symmetric
polynomials also exist.
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To prove algebraic independence, we evaluate (a component of) the wedge product of the
exterior derivatives of θk and αk at the point
p1 = (2, 0, . . . , 0),
p2 = (3, 0, . . . , 0),
p3 = (lm, 1, 0, . . . , 0),
p4 = (lm+1, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0),
...
pi = (lm+i−3, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0),
...
pd+1 = (lm+d−2, 0, . . . , 0, 1),
where li denotes the i-th prime number (with l1 = 2) and m ≥ 3 and where the unit entry
moves progressively along, as indicated. The prime numbers will prove useful soon when we
require that the dot products pi · pj are all distinct. We claim that the component of the
wedge product proportional to
ω = dp11 ∧ · · · ∧ dpd1 ∧ dp12 ∧ · · · ∧ dpd2 ∧ dp23 ∧ · · · ∧ dpd3 ∧ dp34 ∧ · · · ∧ dpd4 ∧ · · · ∧ dpd−1d ∧ dpdd ∧ dpdd+1,
has a non-zero coefficient. To establish this claim in detail, we first note that the wedge
product can be re-expressed as
d!
(
d(d+ 1)
2
)
!det(M)
d+1∑
k=1
det(Lk)Ωk,
where M is the Vandermonde matrix11 on the pi · pj , i < j, Lk is the Vandermonde matrix
on the pi · pi, i 6= k, and
Ωk = d(p1 · p1) ∧ · · · ∧ ̂d(pk · pk) ∧ · · · ∧ d(pd+1 · pd+1) ∧ d(p1 · p2) ∧ d(p1 · p3) ∧ · · · ∧ d(pd · pd+1),
where ̂ over a term indicates that that term should be omitted. By considering the coefficient
of the component proportional to ω of Ωk as the determinant of an associated matrix
12, one
can show that the only contributions to the sum on the specified point come from the instances
with k = 1, 2. Therefore, the coefficient of the component proportional to ω of the wedge
11The Vandermonde matrix V on a set of variables xi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, is the n × n matrix with entries
Vij = x
j−1
i . The determinant of this matrix can be nicely expressed as det(V ) =
∏
1≤i<j≤n(xi − xj) and is
non-zero only if all the xi’s are distinct.
12Explicitly, it is the matrix with ij-th entry being ∂fi
∂xj
where fi ∈ {pr · ps | r ≤ s, s 6= k} and xj ∈
{p11, . . . , pd1, p12, . . . , pd2, p23, . . . , pd3, p34, . . . , pd4, . . . , pd−1d , pdd, pdd+1}.
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product is
2dd!
(
d(d+ 1)
2
)
!det(M) (9det(L1)− 4det(L2)) ,
up to an irrelevant overall minus sign (from row and column swaps). The det(M) term is
non-zero as every dot product pi · pj , i < j, is distinct (our use of prime numbers guarantees
that lilj = lmln if and only if either li = ln and lj = lm or li = lm and lj = ln). To show the
last term is non zero, we expand it as
(9det(L1)− 4det(L2)) = 9
d+1∏
i<j 6=1
(pi · pi − pj · pj)− 4
d+1∏
i<j 6=2
(pi · pi − pj · pj)
=
d+1∏
i<j 6=1,2
(pi · pi − pj · pj)
(
9
d+1∏
i=3
(p2 · p2 − pi · pi)− 4
d+1∏
i=3
(p1 · p1 − pi · pi)
)
.
Since we have the freedom to choose m to be as large as we want (there are infinitely many
primes), we can see that this term is non-zero as follows: for large m, where pi · pi  p1 · p1,
p2 · p2, it tends to ∼ 5
∏d+1
i=3 (pi · pi)
∏d+1
i<j 6=1,2(pi · pi − pj · pj) which is non-zero as the pi · pi
are non-zero and distinct (again by our use of the prime numbers). Therefore, the Jacobi
criterion is satisfied.
Hence, these polynomials are algebraically independent and satisfy the nullcone condition
and so constitute a valid HSOP. 
As we have already remarked, the nullcone of C[V ]O(d)×P , being given by the vanishing
locus of the dot products pi ·pj , is independent of the choice of P . Moreover, an algebraically
independent set of O(d,C) × Sn-invariant polynomials is also an algebraically independent
set of O(d,C)× P -invariant polynomials, for any P ⊂ Sn. We thus have the important
Corollary 2.2.1 A HSOP for the algebra C[V ]O(d)×P , with n = d + 1, is given by the
permutation-invariant polynomials in 2.2, for any P ⊂ Sn.
As we shall see, this gives us a starting point for finding a Hironaka decomposition for
any P in the case n = d+ 1.
2.3 A remark on HSOPs for n ≥ d+ 2
It would obviously be desirable to generalise our methods to cases with n ≥ d+ 2. The first
obstacle in doing so is that the relations between the dot products pi · pj given by the higher
minors of the matrix whose entries are pi · pj , are not Sn-invariant. Thus, they do not belong
to C[V ]O(d)×Sn and cannot be used directly in the proofs. To overcome this, one presumably
needs to first find a set of invariant polynomials which generate the relations and then work
with these. But it is not clear to us what form a HSOP might take.
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3 Secondaries
Now that we can write down HSOPs of our invariant algebras at will in cases with n ≤ d+ 1,
the corresponding secondaries may be computed via an algorithm (which can be found in
[6]). In this Section, we illustrate the algorithm by applying it to a simple example, namely
(n, d) = (3, 2) with no permutation symmetry, i.e. the algebra C[V ]O(2), with V ∼= C6.
The algorithm is based on the following two observations. Firstly, the number of secon-
daries required can be read off (along with their degrees) from the Hilbert series, which
itself can be computed using standard methods from invariant theory (as we review in
the Appendix). Indeed, given a Hironaka decomposition of an invariant algebra K[V ]G =⊕
i ηiK[θj ], its Hilbert series H(K[V ]
G, t), takes the form
1+
∑
k=1 Skt
k∏
l=1(1−tl)Pl
where Sk is the num-
ber of secondary invariants ηi of degree k and Pl is the number of primary invariants (HSOP)
θj of degree l. Therefore, given a HSOP, which fixes the Pl, one can read off the number and
degrees of the secondaries from the numerator of the Hilbert series. Secondly, given a set
of polynomial invariants {η1, . . . , ηm} of the right cardinality, the set forms the secondaries
of the invariant algebra if and only if its constituent polynomials are linearly independent
modulo the ideal I := 〈θ1, . . . , θr〉 ∈ K[V ] generated by the HSOP {θi}. To show linear
independence of a set of polynomials modulo an ideal, one can compute the remainders of the
polynomials upon division by a Groebner basis of that ideal and check that the remainders
are themselves linearly independent [6].
Turning to our example, the methods described in the Appendix show that the Hilbert
series is given by
H(C[V ]O(2), t) =
1 + t2 + t4
(1− t2)5 .
Here we have written the series in a form such that the denominator reproduces the five
primaries of degree 2 corresponding to the HSOP given in Equation 2.1, namely
{(p · p) + (q · q), (p · p) + (r · r), (p · q), (p · r), (q · r)},
where we have labelled the momenta by p, q, and r (we denote the corresponding components
of V by {p1, p2, q1, q2, r1, r2}). We thus read off from the numerator that there is 1 secondary
of degree 2 and 1 secondary of degree 4 (and of course the trivial secondary, 1, of degree 0).
The next step in the algorithm is to compute a Groebner basis of the ideal generated
by the HSOP, which will later be used to verify the linear independence of the secondaries.
To do so, one must first choose a monomial ordering.13 A common (and often very efficient)
choice is graded reverse lexicographic order.14 In this ordering, a Groebner basis of the ideal
13Readers seeking a gentle introduction to Groebner basis methods may wish to consult [10].
14Graded reverse lexicographic order, or grevlex for short, is a monomial ordering on some variables
x1, . . . , xn where for any two monomials t = x
a1
1 . . . x
an
n and t
′ = xa
′
1
1 . . . x
a′n
n , t >grevlex t
′ if deg(t) > deg(t′) or
if deg(t) = deg(t′) and ai < a′i for the largest i with ai 6= a′i.
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generated by our HSOP is given by the set of 20 polynomials
{q1r1 + q2r2, p1r1 + p2r2, q21 + q22 − r21 − r22, p1q1 + p2q2, p21 + p22 + r21 + r22, p2q1r2 −
p1q2r2, q
2
2r1 − q1q2r2 − r31 − r22r1, p2q2r1 − p1q2r2, p22r1 − p1p2r2 + r31 + r22r1,−p1q22 +
p2q1q2+p1r
2
2−p2r1r2, p22q1−p1p2q2+q1r22−q2r1r2, q2r1r22−q1r32, p2r1r22−p1r32, r2r31+
r32r1, q2r
3
2 + q2r
2
1r2, p2r
3
2 + p2r
2
1r2, r
4
1 − r42, q2r31 + q1r32, p2r31 + p1r32, r52 + r21r32}.
We then proceed to generate a basis of homogeneous invariant polynomials in the algebra
of degree di, corresponding to the degrees of secondaries read off of the Hilbert series, using
linear algebra methods. If G were a finite group, this would be a simple matter of averaging
all possible monomials of degree di over G to obtain a basis of invariant polynomials at that
degree.15 But for us G is infinite, so things are not so straightforward. We use the additional
information that C[V ]O(d)×P ⊂ C[V ]O(d) and that by the FFT, C[V ]O(d) is generated by
the set of dot products in the momenta. This allows one to obtain a basis of homogeneous
polynomials in C[V ]O(d)×P of degree di by averaging all possible products of di/2 dot products
over the (finite) permutation group P .
From this basis, we consecutively choose elements and compute their remainders upon
division by the Groebner basis (also called the normal forms) and keep them only if their
remainders are non-zero and lie outside the C-vector space generated by the remainders
of previously found secondaries (i.e. the remainders are linearly independent). Once the
required number of secondaries is obtained, one proceeds to the next degree and so on until
all the secondaries have been found.
In our case (skipping over the trivial case of the secondary 1), we start at degree 2. Here,
the basis of polynomials is just the set of dot products. Choosing p · p, we compute the
remainder upon division to be −(r21 + r22), which is non-zero and so we have the required
secondary of degree 2. We then move on to degree 4. Here, the basis of polynomials is all
possible products of two dot products. We choose (p · p)2 and compute the remainder upon
division to be 2r22(r
2
1 + r
2
2), which is non-zero and is obviously linearly independent from the
remainder of the previous secondary, since it does not have the same degree. We therefore
have our required secondary of degree 4.16 Finally, we obtain the Hironaka decomposition of
the algebra as follows
C[V ]O(2) =
(
1⊕ (p · p)⊕ (p · p)2) · C[p · p+ q · q, p · p+ r · r, p · q, p · r, q · r]. (3.1)
Simple though it is, our example already hints at the two bottlenecks that arise when com-
puting the secondaries of C[V ]O(d)×P in high dimensions with large permutation symmetry.
One is the computation of the Groebner basis of the ideal and the other is the computation
15The average of a polynomial f over a finite group G is 1|G|
∑
g∈G g ◦ f .
16We could have equally chosen either (q · q) or (r · r) for the degree 2 secondary and either (q · q)2 or (r · r)2
for the degree 4 one. It is also interesting to note that the remainders upon division by the Groebner basis of
(p · p)3, (q · q)3, and (r · r)3 are zero and so they lie in the ideal generated by the HSOP.
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of a basis of invariant polynomials of a certain degree, which becomes progressively more
costly at higher degrees. There are multiple tricks which can be used to mitigate the latter
bottleneck [6] (e.g., using products of lower degree secondaries as candidates), but there is
still no really effective way of tackling the inefficiency of the Groebner basis computations.
In the next Section, we employ the algorithm to provide Hironaka decompositions for
computationally tractable cases. A version of this algorithm is implemented in Macaulay2
[11], amongst others.
4 Examples
We now present two examples with explicit Hironaka decompositions using the above pre-
scriptions.
4.1 The case of (n, d) = (5, 4) with P = 1
For the no permutation case with (n, d) = (5, 4), we start by finding the HSOP for the algebra
C[V ]O(4) in the way described in Section 2.1. This results in the following set of polynomials
θi = p1 · p1 + pi · pi, 2 ≤ i ≤ 5,
αij = pi · pj , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 5.
Using the algorithm described in Section 3, we proceed to find the secondaries in a simi-
lar manner. The Hilbert series of the algebra, computed using methods described in the
Appendix, is
H(C[V ]O(4), t) =
1 + t2 + t4 + t6 + t8
(1− t2)14 .
We are therefore looking for 1 secondary at each of the degrees 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8. We find that
the following set of polynomials
1, (p1 · p1), (p1 · p1)2, (p1 · p1)3, (p1 · p1)4,
have remainders upon division by the Groebner basis of the ideal generated by the HSOP
which are non-zero and linearly independent. Therefore, we obtain a Hironaka decomposition
of the algebra as follows
C[V ]O(4) =
(
1⊕ (p1 · p1)⊕ (p1 · p1)2 ⊕ (p1 · p1)3 ⊕ (p1 · p1)4
) · C[{θi, αij}].
The forms of the Hironaka decompositions for d = 2 and 4 given here and in 3.1 invite an
obvious conjecture for their form in arbitrary dimension d. Namely, the secondaries are given
by the dot product of any one momenta with itself, raised to the 0-th all the way to the d-th
powers. An explicit computation shows this to be the case also in d = 1 and 3. Therefore,
we are led to the following
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Conjecture 4.1 The Hironaka decomposition of Lorentz-invariant algebras, C[V ]O(d), in the
case of n = d+ 1, is given by
C[V ]O(d) =
d⊕
m=0
(p1 · p1)m C[{θi, αij}],
where the HSOP {θi, αij} are as given by Equation 2.1.
4.2 The case of (n, d) = (3, 2) with P = S3
For the full permutation case with (n, d) = (3, 2), we find the HSOP for the algebra C[V ]O(2)×S3
in the way described in Section 2.2. This results in the following set
θk = Powk(pi · pi) =
3∑
i=1
(pi · pi)k, 1 ≤ k ≤ 2,
αk = Powk(pi · pj) =
3∑
i<j
(pi · pj)k, 1 ≤ k ≤ 3.
Using the algorithm described in Section 3, we proceed to find the secondaries in a simi-
lar manner. The Hilbert series of the algebra, computed using methods described in the
Appendix, is
H(C[V ]O(2)×S3 , t) =
1 + t4 + 2t6 + t8 + t12
(1− t2)2 (1− t4)2 (1− t6) .
We are therefore looking for 1 secondary at degree 0, 1 at degree 4, 2 at degree 6, 1 at degree
8, and 1 at degree 12. We find that the following set of polynomials
η1 = 1,
η2 = (p1 · p1)(p2 · p3) + (p2 · p2)(p1 · p3) + (p3 · p3)(p1 · p2),
η3 = (p1 · p1)2(p2 · p3) + (p2 · p2)2(p1 · p3) + (p3 · p3)2(p1 · p2),
η4 = (p1 · p1)(p2 · p3)2 + (p2 · p2)(p1 · p3)2 + (p3 · p3)(p1 · p2)2,
η5 = (p1 · p1)2(p2 · p3)2 + (p2 · p2)2(p1 · p3)2 + (p3 · p3)2(p1 · p2)2,
η6 = (p1 · p1)5(p2 · p3) + (p2 · p2)5(p1 · p3) + (p3 · p3)5(p1 · p2),
have remainders upon division by the Groebner basis of the ideal generated by the HSOP
which are non-zero and linearly independent. Therefore, we obtain a Hironaka decomposition
of the algebra as follows
C[V ]O(2)×S3 =
6⊕
i=1
ηiC[{θk, αk}].
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5 Discussion
In this work, we have addressed the problem of redundancies in the description of the Lorentz-
and permutation-invariant algebras via generating sets. Instead of providing a set of gener-
ators (FFT) and the relations between them (SFT), we observed that one may provide (via
the theorem of Hochster and Roberts) a more direct characterization in terms of a Hiron-
aka decomposition, that is as a free, finitely-generated module over a polynomial subalgebra.
In cases where n ≤ d + 1, we gave an explicit solution (for an arbitrary permutation sym-
metry) to the ‘hard’ part of finding such a decomposition, namely the identification of a
homogeneous system of parameters (HSOP). The ‘easy’ part of finding a decomposition,
namely the identification of suitable secondary generators, reduces to a linear algebra algo-
rithm, but is nonetheless inefficient. We provided Hironaka decompositions in the examples
of (n, d) = (5, 4) with P = 1 and (n, d) = (3, 2) with P = S3 and a conjecture in the general
case of n = d+ 1 with no permutations.
Appendix: Hilbert Series of C[V ]O(d)×P
In this Appendix, we describe how to compute Hilbert series of invariant algebras under the
combined (complexified) Lorentz and permutation groups in dimension 2 ≤ d ≤ 4.
To do so, we use a generalisation of Molien’s formula valid for a reductive group G,
whereby the Hilbert series of an invariant algebra C[V ]G is given by [6]
H(C[V ]G, t) =
∫
C
dµ
detV (1− t · ρV ) ,
where C is a maximal compact subgroup of G, dµ is a Haar measure on C normalised such
that
∫
C dµ = 1, and ρV : C → GL(V ) denotes the representation of C carried by V . For
what follows, it is useful to note that the integrand is constant within a conjugacy class of G.
We now consider in turn the cases of d = 2, 3, and 4, with an arbitrary number of
momenta n and an arbitrary permutation group, P ⊂ Sn acting on those momenta. The
complexification of the Lorentz group when parity is a symmetry means that the groups we
consider are of the form G = O(d,C)× P . For completeness, we also discuss the case where
parity is not a symmetry, i.e. when G = SO(d,C)× P .
The case of O(2,C)× P
We start by considering the invariant algebra C[V ]G in the case of n momenta in 2 dimensions
with no permutation symmetry which corresponds to G = O(2,C) and V ∼= C2n. The group
O(2,C) has maximal compact subgroup O(2,R) ∼= U(1) o Z2 and its action on C2 may be
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written as17
M+(z) =
(
z 0
0 z−1
)
,M−(z) =
(
0 z−1
z 0
)
,
where z ∈ C such that |z| = 1 and where M+ corresponds to the component connected to the
identity and M− corresponds to the other connected component. When acting on n copies
of C2 (corresponding to n particles), we have
M±V =

M±
M±
. . .
M±
 .
The normalised Haar measure is given by 12
1
2pii
dz
z on each component (which is half the Haar
measure for the group U(1) and so takes into account the 2 disconnected components). The
Hilbert series is thus given by
H(C[V ]O(2), t) =
1
2
1
2pii
∮
|z|=1
dz
z
(
1
detV (1− t ·M+V )
+
1
detV (1− t ·M−V )
)
.
For our example of n = 3 with P = 1, the integral becomes
H(C[V ]O(2), t) =
1
2
1
2pii
∮
|z|=1
dz
z
(
1
(1− tz)3(1− t/z)3 +
1
(1− t2)3
)
=
1
2
(
1 + 4t2 + t4
(1− t2)5 +
1
(1− t2)3
)
=
1 + t2 + t4
(1− t2)5 .
where the integrals have been carried out using the residue theorem of contour integration.
We now include some permutation group P ⊆ Sn acting on the n momenta so that
the combined group becomes G = O(2,C) × P and its maximal compact subgroup is just
O(2,R) × P . Here, one must additionally average over the permutation group P , where the
action of P simply permutes the n particles, ergo the n copies of C2. Since the integrand
is constant within conjugacy classes, it suffices to pick one representative element from each
class, and weight accordingly. The Haar measure is rescaled by 1/|P | so that it is still properly
normalised.
For our example of n = 3 with P = S3, we have 3 conjugacy classes: the identity with
multiplicity 1, (··) with multiplicity 3, and (· · ·) with multiplicity 2. We use the following
17If we consider O(2,R) ⊂ O(2,C) as acting on the real components of the momenta, then the isomorphism
O(2,R) ∼= U(1)o Z2 corresponds to the linear map (p0, p1) ∈ C2 7→ (p0 + ip1, p0 − ip1).
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representative elements from each permutation conjugacy classM± 0 00 M± 0
0 0 M±
 ,
 0 M± 0M± 0 0
0 0 M±
 ,
 0 M± 00 0 M±
M± 0 0
 .
The contribution of the component connected to the identity then becomes
H+(C[V ]O(2)×S3 , t)
=
1
6
1
2
1
2pii
∮
|z|=1
dz
z
(
1
(1− tz)3(1− t/z)3 +
3
(1− tz)(1− t/z)(1− (tz)2)(1− (t/z)2) +
2
(1− (tz)3)(1− (t/z)3)
)
=
1
2
1 + 3t4 + 4t6 + 3t8 + t12
(1− t2)2(1− t4)2(1− t6) .
Similarly, the contribution of the other connected component is
H−(C[V ]O(2)×S3 , t) =
1
2
1 + t4
(1− t2)2(1− t6) ,
and so finally we obtain
H(C[V ]O(2)×S3 , t) = H+(C[V ]O(2)×S3 , t) +H−(C[V ]O(2)×S3 , t)
=
1 + t4 + 2t6 + t8 + t12
(1− t2)2(1− t4)2(1− t6) .
Notice that we also get the Hilbert series for the case G = SO(2,C) × P , corresponding to
when parity is not a symmetry, for free, by just considering the component connected to the
identity
H(C[V ]SO(2), t) =
1 + 4t2 + t4
(1− t2)5 ,
H(C[V ]SO(2)×S3 , t) =
1 + 3t4 + 4t6 + 3t8 + t12
(1− t2)2(1− t4)2(1− t6) .
The case of O(3,C)× P
In d = 3, the group O(3,C) has maximal compact subgroup O(3,R) ∼= (SU(2)/Z2) × Z2.
Since the integrand is constant on the conjugacy classes, we need consider only the maximal
torus of SU(2) with elements (
z 0
0 z−1
)
,
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where |z| = 118 acting on C3 as19
M+(z) =
z2 0 00 1 0
0 0 z−2
 ,M−(z) =
−z2 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −z−2
 ,
where ± again distinguishes the 2 connected components. The normalised Haar measure on
each component is 12
1
2pii
(1−z2)dz
z (which is just half of the usual normalised Haar measure for
SU(2)). The Hilbert series with n particles is then given by
H(C[V ]O(3), t) =
1
2
1
2pii
∮
|z|=1
(1− z2)dz
z
(
1
detV (1− t ·M+V )
+
1
detV (1− t ·M−V )
)
.
For example, with n = 4 the integral becomes
H(C[V ]O(3), t) =
1
2
1
2pii
∮
|z|=1
(1− z2)dz
z
(
1
(1− t)4 (1− t
z2
)4
(1− tz2)4
+
1
(1 + t)4
(
1 + t
z2
)4
(1 + tz2)4
)
,
which we evaluate using the residue theorem, obtaining
H(C[V ]O(3), t) =
1
2
(
1 + t2 + 4t3 + t4 + t6
(1− t2)9 +
1 + t2 − 4t3 + t4 + t6
(1− t2)9
)
=
1 + t2 + t4 + t6
(1− t2)9 .
We also obtain the Hilbert series for when G = SO(3,C) for free by only considering the
component connected to the identity
H(C[V ]SO(3), t) =
1 + t2 + 4t3 + t4 + t6
(1− t2)9 .
To include an arbitrary permutation group P ⊆ Sn acting on the n momenta, one needs to
average over the conjugacy classes of P as discussed previously.
The case of O(4,C)× P
In d = 4, O(4,C) has maximal compact subgroup O(4,R) ∼= ((SU(2)× SU(2))/Z2) o Z2,
where the automorphism in the semi-direct product corresponds to interchanging the 2 SU(2)
factors. Since the integrand is constant on the conjugacy classes, we need consider only the
maximal torus with elements ((
z 0
0 z−1
)
,
(
w 0
0 w−1
))
,
18Strictly speaking, one should consider only half of the unit circle, since z and −z yield the same element
in SU(2)/Z2. But since the integral will turn out to be symmetric under z → −z, we can get away with
integrating over the whole circle.
19Here, the isomorphism O(3,R) ∼= (SU(2)/Z2) × Z2 corresponds to the linear map (p0, p1, p2) ∈ C3 7→
(p0 − ip1, p2, p0 + ip1).
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where |z| = |w| = 1.20 The action on C4 is given by2122
M+(z, w) =

zw 0 0 0
0 zw−1 0 0
0 0 wz−1 0
0 0 0 (zw)−1
 ,M−(z) =

z 0 0 0
0 0 z 0
0 z−1 0 0
0 0 0 z−1
 ,
The normalised Haar measure on the component connected to the identity is 12
1
(2pii)2
(1−z2)dz
z
(1−w2)dw
w
and the Haar measure on the disconnected component is 12
1
2pii
(1−z2)dz
z . The Hilbert series with
n particles is then given by
H(C[V ]O(4), t) =
1
2
1
(2pii)2
∮
|z|=|w|=1
(1− z2)(1− w2)dzdw
zw
1
detV (1− t ·M+V )
+
1
2
1
2pii
∮
|z|=1
(1− z2)dz
z
1
detV (1− t ·M−V )
.
In our example of n = 5 with P = 1, the integral becomes
H(C[V ]O(4), t) =
1
2
1
(2pii)2
∮
|z|=|w|=1
dzdw
zw
(1− z2)(1− w2)
(1− t/(wz))5(1− (tw)/z)5(1− (tz)/w)5(1− twz)5
+
1
2
1
2pii
∮
|z|=1
dz
z
(1− z2)
(1− t2)5(1− t/z)5(1− tz)5 ,
which we evaluate using the residue theorem, obtaining
H(C[V ]O(4), t) =
1
2
(
1 + t2 + 6t4 + t6 + t8
(1− t2)14 +
1 + 3t2 + t4
(1− t2)12
)
=
1 + t2 + t4 + t6 + t8
(1− t2)14 .
We also obtain the Hilbert series for when G = SO(4,C) for free by only considering the
component connected to the identity
H(C[V ]SO(4), t) =
1 + t2 + 6t4 + t6 + t8
(1− t2)14 .
To include an arbitrary permutation group P ⊆ Sn acting on the n momenta, one again needs
to average over the conjugacy classes of P as discussed previously.
20As in d = 3, there is no need to take care in projecting to (SU(2)× SU(2))/Z2.
21The asymmetry in the formulæ arises from the fact that the conjugacy classes in the disconnected com-
ponent can be parameterized by a single U(1); for details see [12].
22Here, the isomorphism O(4,R) ∼= ((SU(2)× SU(2))/Z2) o Z2 corresponds to the linear map
(p0, p1, p2, p4) ∈ C4 7→ (p0 + ip3, p1 + ip2, p1 − ip2, p0 − ip3).
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